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The Importance of Advertising
Activity 1

Print media has suffered from declining circulation in recent years and so producers are more 
careful where they advertise. High circulation figures, such as those of Cosmopolitan, mean 
advertisers will be queuing to appear in the magazine and the magazine can charge very high 
prices for the sought after space.
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Students should explore the way many magazines are subsidised by advertising so the print and 
digital editions are affordable to readers (Cosmopolitan is currently – 2017- £1 for a print edition)

Production costs are so high that subscriptions and sales alone cannot meet these costs.

Across the industry, advertising makes up around 1/3 of all revenue and so it is clear that without 
it, many magazines would not survive.

Also, advertisements are a way of offering a solution to audiences. Lifestyle magazines often 
play on anxieties, fears and the need to improve oneself – advertisements can supposedly 
provide products that help readers to look and feel better about themselves. Therefore, 
advertisements serve another purpose to magazines by aiding representations and ideologies.

Activity 2

“Magazines are under pressure to feature the clothes of advertisers…They blur the line between 
editorial and adverts, so that the true function of the magazine has little to do with the reader.” 

Wayne Hemmingway, former designer

Students should realise that advertisements can come in many forms. For example, products 
referred to in editorial is another form of advertising but many readers won’t realise this.

Advertisers know that recommended products and reviews go much further than full page 
advertisements and so the only reason they pay such huge figures for the full page ads is 
because they will also get the recommendations and reviews in the editorial pages. 

After completing activity one, students will understand why magazines are reliant on 
advertisements and there should be some discussion as to whether this matters or not. Low 
purchase prices can only be sustained with lots of advertising but it can become tedious and 
overwhelming when you realise how much you are bombarded when reading an edition. Also, 
there is an argument that says advertisements should always be explicitly labelled as such as 
readers know when they are being manipulated.


